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This work proposes a combined swelling-electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) approach aiming
at determining some unusual polymer solvation parameters relevant for chemical processes
occurring inside beads.Batches of benzhydrylamine-resin (BHAR), a copolymer of styrene-1%
divinylbenzene containing phenylmethylamine groups were, labeled with the paramagnetic amino
acid 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl-4-amine-4-carboxylic acid (TOAC), and their swelling
properties and EPR spectra were examined in DCM and DMF. By taking into account the BHARs
labeling degrees, the corresponding swelling values, and some polymer structural characteristics,
it was possible to calculate polymer swelling parameters, among them, the volume and the number
of sites per bead, site-site distances and site concentration. The latter values ranged from 17 to
170 Å and from 0.4 to 550 mM, respectively. EPR spectroscopy was applied to validate the multistep
calculation strategy of these swelling parameters. Spin-spin interaction was detected in the labeled
resins at site-site distances less than approximately 60 Å or probe concentrations higher than
approximately 1 × 10-2 M, in close agreement with the values obtained for the spin probe free in
solution. Complementarily, the yield of coupling reactions in different resins indicated that the
greater the inter-site distance or the lower the site concentration, the faster the reaction. The results
suggested that the model and the experimental measurements developed for the determination of
solvation parameters represent a relevant step forward for the deeper understanding and
improvement of polymer-related processes.

Introduction

The innovation of performing chemical processes within
an insoluble polymer matrix came into use about four

decades ago with the development of the solid-phase
peptide synthesis method1,2 and has been successfully
expanded to create efficient synthetic methodologies for
other macromolecules.3 More recently, progressively
greater knowledge of solid-phase supported processes has
been crucial in successfully launching the unique com-
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binatorial chemistry approach4 that has allowed the
generation of peptide libraries and has had a remarkable
impact on the development of new therapeutic agents.5

With the scope of using polymers for an ever-widening
array of purposes, a large number of different resins has
been formulated.6 In addition, spectroscopic techniques
have been applied with the aim of reaching a deeper
understanding of polymer-based processes. Among these,
investigations based on nuclear magnetic resonance,7
infrared,8 fluorescence,9,10 Raman,10 and electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR)11 have been of great value
since they provide relevant information about the sol-
vated polymeric network. Properties such as diffusion,
adsorption, and distribution of sites within beads were
all examined in these reports. We and other groups have
described and exploited the use of the paramagnetic
amino acid 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl-4-amino-
4-carboxylic acid (TOAC) to investigate the conformation
and dynamics of labeled peptides.12,13 The use of TOAC
has been extended to structural investigations of solvated
resins and peptide resins.14

The interaction between the solvent system and any
type of solute is of utmost relevance when examining

chemical or physicochemical processes.15 In the case of
polymers or peptide-polymers, the solvent system affects
polymer swelling, the average distance between chains
(and, as a result, the degree of chain association), controls
the rate of motion of components, and regulates reaction
kinetics. For this reason, polymer solvation has been
investigated with a variety of experimental procedures,
among them the microscope measurement of beads.16

This latter experimental approach has been of value
in the examination of the solvation characteristics of a
great number of polymeric materials, adopted as solute
models in a large amount of solvents. This approach
proved very fruitful since it allowed us to obtain consis-
tent results regarding polymer solvation and to propose
a novel amphoteric solvent parameter (AN + DN),17

which is the sum of Gutmann’s solvent electron acceptor
(AN) and electron donor (DN) numbers18 at a ratio of 1:1.
The use of the AN and DN concepts was recently
extended to predict the potential of a given solvent to
dissociate peptide chains not only when bound to a
polymer matrix but also when free in solution.19

When making use of polymeric matrixes to perform
chemical processes it is desirable to understand as much
as possible, at a molecular level, the properties of the
environment created by these matrixes. In this context,
many studies have assessed properties such as dynamics
of the polymer backbone, site-site aggregation, and
swelling capacity in each solvent system.7-11,14 To con-
tinue these polymer-focused studies, the strategy de-
scribed in the present work relied primarily on a novel
approach to calculate some structural characteristics of
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polymers in solvated conditions. Making use of TOAC
labeling, EPR spectroscopy was applied to check the
validity of the calculation protocol. The calculation
strategy involved the initial microscopic measurement of
dry and swollen beads of several spin-labeled batches of
the benzhydrylamine resin (BHAR) used to synthesize
R-carboxamide peptides.20 Subsequently, data such as
solvent volume inside the bead, number of sites per
bead, site-site distance, and site concentration within
beads were estimated through a sequential calculation
strategy.

EPR spectra of BHAR batches, labeled with tert-
butyloxycarbonyl-TOAC derivative (Boc-TOAC-OH),12a

were obtained in order to check the proposed calculation
approach. The occurrence of spin-spin interaction was
used as a criterion to assess site-site distances and site
concentrations inside the beads. The strategy was to
verify if this spectral effect is observed at similar probe-
probe distances or probe concentrations within the resin
beads and when the probe was free in solution.

In addition, experiments were performed to evaluate
the relationship between the calculated polymer swelling
data, such as site-site distance, site concentration, and
the rate of amino acid coupling reactions in model resins
or peptide-resins. The results demonstrate that the
practical-conceptual approach presented in this work for
quantifying resin swelling properties can be applied to
other polymeric materials.

Results

Swelling Studies. BHAR batches, with phenylmeth-
ylamine group loading ranging from 0.05 to 1.4 mmol/g
at the polystyrene-1% divinylbenzene backbone, were
synthesized according to a previously described protocol.20

Boc-TOAC-OH was coupled to BHAR batches under
controlled conditions in order to produce resins spin-
labeled to different extents.

Approximately 0.5 g of BHAR with substitution de-
grees of 0.05, 0.14, 0.80, and 1.40 mmol/g were used to
couple the Boc-TOAC-OH residue using the conventional
Boc-peptide synthesis strategy.2a,b If necessary, a 3-fold
molar excess was applied to guarantee quantitative spin

label incorporation using the diisopropylcarbodiimide/
N-hydroxybenzotriazole (DIC/HOBt) coupling protocol in
DCM. In all BHAR batches, the coupling was complete
in about 2 h. When partial incorporation was desired,
the coupling step was deliberately carried out with less
than equimolar amounts of Boc-TOAC-OH. The exact
degree of incorporation was determined by quantitative
picric acid method.21 Using this experimental protocol,
eight batches of Boc-TOAC-BHAR with paramagnetic
labeling degrees ranging from 0.003 to 0.988 mmol/g were
synthesized.

Calculation Strategy To Determine Polymer Bead
Swelling Parameters. By starting from simple swelling
parameters such as diameters of dry and swollen beads
as reference points, a sequence of calculations was
designed to determine the resin parameters given in
Tables 1 and 2. The tables summarize the data calculated
for eight batches of Boc-TOAC-BHAR in DCM and in
DMF, respectively.

To illustrate how the various resin parameters were
sequentially calculated, the detailed procedure will be
described below for the 0.134 mmol/g of Boc-TOAC-BHAR
batch in DCM (Table 1, row 6).

Example: 0.134 mmol/g of Labeled Boc-TOAC-
BHAR Swollen in DCM (Table 1). Columns 1 and 2
list the average diameters of the dry (57 µm) and DCM
swollen (98 µm) beads, respectively, measured under the
light microscope. The volumes of the dry (0.97 × 105 µm3)
and swollen (4.93 × 105 µm3) beads were calculated, and
the volume of solvent/bead (4 × 105 µm3, column 3) was
obtained by subtracting the dry bead volume from the
swollen bead volume.

Column 4: Volume of Dry Sample/Gram of Co-
polymer (1.8 mL/g of Copolymer). The ratio (diameter
dry sample/diameter dry copolymer)3 represents the
relationship between the volume of the dry macroscopic
working sample (0.134 mmol/g of Boc-TOAC-BHAR) and
that of the dry copolymer used to synthesize the sample.
In the example, since the average diameters of beads of
dry sample and dry copolymer are 57 and 47 µm,
respectively, the ratio between the dry volumes of both
resins is (57/47)3 ) 1.78. Considering that the number
of beads in 1 g of copolymer is the same as in the sample
synthesized from this amount of copolymer and taking

(20) (a) Pietta, P. G.; Cavallo, P. F.; Takahashi, K.; Marshall, G. R.
J. Org. Chem. 1974, 39, 44. (b) Marchetto, R.; Etchegaray, A.; Nakaie,
C. R. J. Braz. Chem. Soc. 1992, 3, 30. (21) Gisin, B. F. Anal. Chim. Acta 1972, 58, 248.

TABLE 1. Swelling Parameters of Differently Labeled Boc-TOAC-BHAR in DCM

sample

col 1 col 2 col 3 col 4 col 5 col 6 col 7 col 8 col 9 col 10

BHARa

(mmol/g)

diam
dry

bead (µm)

diam
swollen

bead (µm)

vol solvent/
bead

(105 µm3)

vol dry
sample/g

copolb (mL)

wt dry
sample/g
copol (g)

vol dry
sample/g

sample (mL)

no. of
beads/g

sample (107)

no. of
sites/bead

(1012)

site-site
distance

(Å)

site
concn
(mM)

0.003c 57 98 4.0 1.8 1.17 1.54 1.59 0.1 169.8 0.4
0.019c 57 98 4.0 1.8 1.18 1.53 1.58 0.7 88.9 2.9
0.035c 57 98 4.0 1.8 1.18 1.53 1.58 1.3 72.2 5.4
0.050c 57 98 4.0 1.8 1.18 1.53 1.58 1.9 63.7 7.9
0.065d 57 98 4.0 1.8 1.19 1.51 1.56 2.5 58.1 10.4
0.134d 57 98 4.0 1.8 1.22 1.48 1.53 5.2 45.5 21.7
0.646e 57 98 4.0 1.8 1.45 1.24 1.28 30.3 25.3 126.3
0.988f 58 99 4.1 1.9 1.66 1.14 1.12 52.9 21.2 215.0
a Degree of Boc-TOAC-OH labeling. b Copolymer of styrene-1% divinylbenzene: d ) 0.99 g/mL; average diameter of dry beads ) 47

µm. c Obtained from 0.050 mmol/g of BHAR. d Obtained from 0.14 mmol/g of BHAR. e Obtained from 0.80 mmol/g of BHAR. f Obtained
from 1.40 mmol/g of BHAR.
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into account that the volume of 1 g of copolymer is 1.01
mL (d ) 0.99 g/mL),16a the total volume of dry sample
containing 1 g of copolymer is therefore 1.78 × 1.01 mL,
or 1.80 mL.

Column 5: Weight of Dry Sample/Gram of Co-
polymer (1.22 g/g of Copolymer). The 0.134 mmol
Boc-TOAC-BHAR sample was synthesized by quantita-
tive incorporation of the Boc-TOAC-OH in the 0.140
mmol/g of BHAR batch. This resin originated from partial
phenylmethylamino incorporation into a heavily substi-
tuted 1.4 mmol/g benzoyl group-containing copolymer.
This copolymer derivative is synthesized in the first step
(Friedel-Crafts acylation) necessary to obtain BHAR.20

Thus, the Boc-TOAC-BHAR sample under consideration
still contains (1.4-0.14) mmol ) 1.26 mmol/g of remain-
ing benzoyl groups attached to its backbone. Considering
the total weight of groups added in all the synthetic
steps, one can calculate that the sum of Boc-TOAC-OH
and benzoyl groups attached to the initial copolymer
corresponds to 0.182 g. Therefore, in 1 g of sample, the
mass of copolymer is 1 - 0.182 g ) 0.818 g. Thus, for 1
g of starting copolymer, the weight of the 0.134 mmol
Boc-TOAC-BHAR is 1.22 g.

Column 6: Volume of Dry Sample/Gram of Sample
(1.48 mL/g). This parameter is calculated by dividing the
value of (volume of dry sample/gram of copolymer),
column 4, by (weight of dry sample/gram of copolymer),
column 5. The value obtained (1.48 mL/g) represents the
ratio between the volume of the dry sample (1.8 mL) and
its total weight (1.22 g) and corresponds to the volume
occupied by 1 g of sample in the dry form.

Column 7: Number of Beads/Gram of Sample
(1.53 × 107 Beads/g of Sample). This value is calculated
by dividing the volume of 1 g of dry sample (1.48 mL,
column 6) by the average volume of one dry bead, which
is calculated from its diameter (57 µm, column 1). Thus,
the volume of one dry bead is 9.7 × 10-8 mL. The ratio
1.48 mL/9.7 × 10-8 mL yields 1.53 × 107 beads in 1 g of
sample.

Column 8: Number of Sites/Bead (5.2 × 1012). The
number of sites per bead is calculated by dividing the
number of sites/gram of sample by the number of beads/
gram of sample (column 7). The former value corresponds
to 0.134 × 6.02 × 1020 sites/g. Dividing this number by
the number of beads in 1 g of sample (1.53 × 107, column
7) gives 5.2 × 1012 sites/bead.

Column 9: Site-Site Distance (45.5 Å). To evaluate
this important parameter, we first calculate the average
volume per site. This is done by dividing the volume of
one swollen bead (4.9 × 10-5 µm3, calculated from the
measured diameter of one swollen bead, 98 µm, column
2) by the number of sites/bead (5.2 × 1012, column 8).
Thus, the average volume per site is 9.4 × 104 Å3. By
assuming a uniformly distributed cubic lattice for the
sites within the bead, the site-site distance corresponds
to the side of a cube and is given by the cubic root of
the volume occupied by one site, i.e., (9.4 × 104 Å3)1/3 )
45.5 Å.

Column 10: Site Concentration Inside the Bead
(21.7 mM). Finally, making use of the parameters
calculated in the previous steps, it is possible to deter-
mine the site concentration within the bead. Thus, for
the 0.134 mmol/g of substituted Boc-TOAC-BHAR, the
site concentration is obtained by dividing the number of
sites/bead (5.2 × 1012, column 8) by the volume of solvent/
bead (4 × 105 µm3, column 3), that is, 1.3 × 107 sites/
µm3, or 1.3 × 1019 sites/mL. Considering that 6.02 × 1020

sites/mL correspond to 1 M concentration, we find that
that the site concentration corresponds to an effective
Boc-TOAC-OH concentration of 21.7 mM.

By examining the parameters calculated in Tables 1
and 2, it can be seen that the average inter-site distance
ranged from a maximum of about 170 Å (for 0.003 mmol/g
of Boc-TOAC-BHAR in DCM, Table 1) to a minimum of
17 Å (for 0.988 mmol/g of Boc-TOAC-BHAR in DMF,
Table 2). Furthermore, the site concentration within the
beads varied from a minimum of approximately 0.4 mM
to a maximum of approximately 550 mM. Under very
highly loaded conditions (0.988 mmol/g of Boc-TOAC-
BHAR in DMF), the concentrations were as high as those
typically used during the solution peptide synthesis
method.22

Some of the parameters calculated in Tables 1 and 2,
such as the number of beads per gram of the resin or the
number of sites per bead, are relevant for application in
polymer studies. Interestingly, values of this latter
parameter ranged from approximately 0.3 × 1012 to 50
× 1012 (0.003 mmol/g and 0.988 mmol/g of Boc-TOAC-
labeled resins, respectively). A linear correlation between

(22) Gross, E., Meienhofer, J., Eds. Peptides: Analysis, Synthesis,
Biology; Academic Press: New York, 1989; Vol. 1.

TABLE 2. Swelling Parameters of Differently Labeled Boc-TOAC-BHAR in DMF

sample

col 1 col 2 col 3 col 4 col 5 col 6 col 7 col 8 col 9 col 10

BHARa

(mmol/g)

diam
dry

bead (µm)

diam
swollen

bead (µm)

vol solvent/
bead

(105 µm3)

vol dry
sample/g

copolb (mL)

wt dry
sample/g
copol (g)

vol dry
sample/g

sample (mL)

no. of
beads/g

sample (107)

no. of
sites/bead

(1012)

site-site
distance

(Å)

site
concn
(mM)

0.003c 57 81 1.8 1.8 1.17 1.54 1.59 0.1 140.9 0.9
0.019c 57 81 1.8 1.8 1.18 1.53 1.58 0.7 73.7 6.5
0.035c 57 81 1.8 1.8 1.18 1.53 1.58 1.3 60.0 12.0
0.050c 57 81 1.8 1.8 1.18 1.53 1.58 1.9 52.8 17.6
0.065d 57 79 1.6 1.8 1.19 1.51 1.56 2.5 47.0 26.0
0.134d 57 79 1.6 1.8 1.22 1.48 1.53 5.2 36.8 54.2
0.646e 57 80 1.7 1.8 1.45 1.24 1.28 30.3 20.5 297.1
0.988f 58 79 1.6 1.9 1.66 1.14 1.12 52.9 17.0 551.0
a Degree of Boc-TOAC-OH labeling. b Copolymer of styrene-1% divinylbenzene: d ) 0.99 g/mL; average diameter of dry beads ) 47

µm. c Obtained from 0.050 mmol/g of BHAR. d Obtained from 0.14 mmol/g of BHAR. e Obtained from 0.80 mmol/g of BHAR. f Obtained
from 1.40 mmol/g of BHAR.
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these two parameters (columns 7 and 8) and the degree
of resin labeling is observed in Figure 1. As expected,
while the number of beads per gram of resin decreased,
the number of sites per bead increased with the increas-
ing degree of substitution.

It should be pointed out that this calculation strategy
can be extended to resins containing other chemical
groups, including peptides. Besides the dry and swollen
bead diameters, it is only necessary to know the density
of the starting resin (and therefore the volume occupied
by 1 g of resin) and to calculate the overall weight
variation due to the incorporation of the desired groups
in the composite derivative.

EPR Studies. Figure 2 shows the EPR spectra of eight
labeled resins in DCM and DMF (panels A and B,
respectively). Spectral line broadening due to spin-spin
interaction was observed in both solvents and increased
with increasing Boc-TOAC-OH substitution.

The dependence of probe-probe interaction on resin
calculated parameters, such as site-site distance and site
concentration, was compared with data obtained for Boc-
TOAC-OH in solution. Figure 3 shows the EPR spectra
of the spin probe in DMF as a function of concentration.
Spectral line broadening due to spin-spin interaction can
be clearly observed as the probe concentration increases.

Table 3 correlates the Boc-TOAC-OH concentration
with the line width of the mid-field line (∆H) measured
for the spectra in Figure 3 and with the average distance
between probe molecules free in solution. Similarly to the
analysis for the labeled resins (column 9 in Tables 1 and
2), a static model of probe distribution in solution was
assumed, namely, the probes are uniformly distributed
within a cubic lattice. The average distance between

adjacent Boc-TOAC-OH molecules in solution was esti-
mated by calculating the amount of probe molecules at
each concentration combined with the average volume
occupied by each molecule. Assuming a cubic lattice
distribution of probe molecules, the average intermolecu-
lar distance between adjacent molecules corresponds to
the side of a cube and is given by the cubic root of the
volume occupied by the probe. As an example, for 10-3

M Boc-TOAC-OH, the average volume occupied by each
molecule is 1.7 × 106 Å3 and the average distance
between adjacent molecules is 118.6 Å (Table 3).

Figure 4 displays the dependence of the mid-field
spectral line width of both labeled resins and of the spin
label in DMF solution on site-site distance (panel A) and
site concentration (panel B). Line broadening did not
occur for site-site distances larger than approximately
60 Å (probe concentration of ca. 1 × 10-2 M). Similar
results were obtained for the probe free in solution and
spread throughout resin backbone, strongly suggesting
that the sequential calculation designed for quantitative
determination of the swelling parameters in Tables 1 and
2 is a valid approach.

Correlation between Resin-Swelling Parameters
and the Rate of Coupling Reactions. To emphasize
the usefulness of the strategy developed to determine
resin swelling parameters, the relationship between site-
site distance and site concentration and the rate of
coupling reactions throughout a polymer network was
examined. Table 4 shows the coupling yield of Boc-Pro-
OH in DCM to the 1.4 mmol/g of BHAR batch. One can
observe that the greater the site-site distance and lower
the site concentration, the faster the coupling reaction.
The rate of coupling follows the order: DCM > DMF >
DMSO. Complementary swelling data of the 1.4 mmol/g
of BHAR batch are given in the Supporting Information.

PSA Method in Equimolar Conditions (1 mM
Reactants). Table 5 displays another example of the
application of this approach, this time extended to
peptidyl-resins. Four batches of the aggregating Ile-Asn-
Gly sequence23 bound to BHAR in varying amounts (up
to 1.59 mmol/g) were compared under equivalent condi-
tions with respect to the frequency of Boc-(2BrZ)-Tyr-
OH coupling. Other swelling parameters of these four
peptide resins are also available in the Supporting
Information Section. Closely paralleling the results out-
lined in the previous paragraph, faster coupling reactions
occurred systematically with resins that presented larger
site-site distance and lower site concentration.

Discussion

The main objective of the present work was to design
a novel swelling-EPR approach aimed at multiple goals.
First, we intended to develop a sequential calculation
that would allow the estimation of polymer swelling
parameters for further practical application. Second, we
applied EPR spectroscopy to paramagnetically labeled
resins in order to determine at what site-site distance
or site concentration values significant spin-spin inter-
actions begin to occur. Finally, we verified the correlation
between the calculated properties of solvated polymer

(23) Hancock, W. S.; Prescott, D. J.; Vagelos, P. R.; Marshall, G. R.
J. Org. Chem. 1973, 38, 774.

FIGURE 1. Correlation between number of beads per gram
of sample (A) and number of sites per bead (B) and the degree
of substitution of Boc-TOAC-BHARs.
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and the efficiency of chemical processes taking place in
the polymer matrix.

The initial step in this study comprised synthesis and
microscopic measurement of the swelling properties of
several BHAR batches labeled with the Boc-TOAC-OH
spin probe for further EPR studies. By combining swell-
ing and structural data of these resins, a sequential
calculation strategy was designed to estimate resin
swelling parameters that can be useful in the polymer
field (Tables 1 and 2). Among these parameters, the
number of sites per bead, average volume occupied by
each site, site-site distance, site concentration within
beads, should be mentioned.

The combination of EPR spectroscopy with the swelling
data of TOAC-labeled resins aimed at testing the validity
of the calculation strategy for gauging bead-swelling
information. By comparing EPR data for the probe in
DMF solution with those for the paramagnetic probe
attached to the polymer core at variable degrees in the
same solvent, it was possible to estimate the maximum
site-site distance (∼60 Å) or minimum site concentration
(∼1 × 10-2 M) for the onset of spin-spin interaction.
Similar values were found for the paramagnetic probe
attached to the polymer core when the solvent was DCM.

The good agreement between the results obtained with
this approach and those obtained making use of the
sequential protocol for calculation of swelling parameters
(Figure 4) strongly suggest that the proposed protocol is
correct. Several geometrical models could be adopted to
estimate the average site distributionsspherical, cylin-
drical, etc. We chose to use a cubic distribution of sites

or probes in solution or bound to the resin, based on the
classical report by Barany and Merrifield designed to
estimate site-site distance within beads.2a In this con-
text, it should be recalled that more than 99% of sites
are located inside the bead structure and not at its
surface.24

In previous EPR-solvation studies, we14 and other
groups11 have monitored the dynamics of resins and
peptide-resins with the aim of improving the peptide
synthesis methodology. In these studies the mobility of
the labeled sites was analyzed by calculating rotational
correlation times from measurement of line widths and
line heights in the absence of spin-spin interactions, that
is, at low label concentrations. Here we took advantage
of the occurrence of spin-spin interactions to assess site-
site distances and site concentrations inside the poly-
meric matrixes.

The spectral line broadening obtained with increased
labeling of the resins and increased probe concentration
in solution provided a clear evidence of the occurrence of
increasing spin-spin interaction. The interaction could
be due to exchange and/or dipolar mechanisms. The
dipolar interaction has been found to be the predominant
broadening mechanism in the case of doubly labeled
enzymes.25 In these cases the two paramagnetic centers
are located at a fixed distance from each other. Moreover,

(24) Merrifield, B. R.; Littau, V. In Peptides 1968; Bricas, E., ed.;
North-Holland Publishing Co.: Amsterdam, 1968; p 179.

(25) (a) Taylor, J. S.; Leigh, J. S., Jr.; Cohn, M. Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. U.S.A. 1969, 64, 219. (b) Mchaourab, H. S.; Oh, K. J.; Fang, C. J.;
Hubbell, W. L. Biochemistry 1997, 36, 307.

FIGURE 2. Effect of Boc-TOAC-OH loading on the EPR spectra of Boc-TOAC-BHAR in DCM (A) and DMF (B). Probe loading
(mmol/g): a ) 0.003; b ) 0.019; c ) 0.035; d ) 0.050; e ) 0.065; f ) 0.134; g ) 0.646; h ) 0.988.
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the dipolar interaction has been shown to be detectable
up to about 25 Å.25b Although the resin beads are formed
by a polymeric matrix, the characteristics of these
polymers are quite different from those of a protein. In
the polystyrene-divinylbenzene branched copolymer, the
-NH2 reactive groups are distributed at random, that
is, the distances between pairs of attached nitroxides
vary. Moreover, these polymers, immersed in solvent, are
flexible (as indicated by the spectra at low resin loading,
spectra a in Figure 3, panels A and B) and undergo
intramolecular motions that lead to variation in the
distances separating individual nitroxide groups. In
addition, Boc-TOAC-OH bound to one polymer chain can
encounter Boc-TOAC moieties bound to other polymer
chains in the same bead.

Taking these facts into account, it is seen that the
polymeric matrix is a highly dynamic structure and that
the distances between Boc-TOAC-OH groups vary in
space and time. Thus, the values obtained in the calcula-

tions are average values. In this context, it seems
plausible to draw an analogy with the situation found in
membranes, where their constituent lipid molecules
undergo lateral diffusion. Studies at high label concen-
trations have shown that in model26 and biological27

membranes the main contribution to spin-spin interac-
tion is provided by the exchange mechanism. Although
in fluid systems the exchange interaction is modulated

FIGURE 3. EPR spectra of Boc-TOAC-OH in DMF. Concen-
tration (M): a ) 0.0001; b ) 0.001; c ) 0.005; d ) 0.01; e )
0.05; f ) 0.1.

TABLE 3. Correlation between Concentration of
Boc-TOAC-OH in DMF and the EPR Spectra’s Central
Peak Linewidth and the Site-Site Distance Values

concn (M) ∆H (G) site-site distance (Å)

1 × 10-4 1.40 255.4
1 × 10-3 1.40 118.6
5 × 10-3 1.45 69.3
1 × 10-2 1.70 55.0
5 × 10-2 2.40 32.2
1 × 10-1 3.65 25.5

FIGURE 4. Effect of site-site distance (A) and site concen-
tration (B) on the central peak line width of EPR spectra of
Boc-TOAC-OH in DMF solution (∆) and Boc-TOAC-BHAR in
DCM (O) and in DMF (2).

TABLE 4. Correlation between Yielda of Boc-Pro-OH
Coupling to BHAR (1.40 mmol/g) and Site Concentration
and Site-Site Distance Values

solvent
site concn

(M)
site-site

distance (Å)
coupling

(%)

DCM 0.21 21.7 90
DMF 0.55 17.0 67
DMSO 1.76 14.2 25
a Yield of Boc-Pro-OH coupling after 30 min, at 25 °C with PSA

method in equimolar conditions (1 mM of reactants).

TABLE 5. Correlation between Boc-(2BrZ)-Tyr-OH
Couplinga Yield to ING-BHAR in DCM and Site
Concentration and Site-Site Distance Values

ING-BHARa

(mmol/g)
site concn

(mM)
site-site

distance (Å)
coupling
yieldb (%)

0.19 39 38 86
0.54 89 33 63
1.16 625 17 21
1.59 1963 14 1

a Degree of ING substitution. b Yield of Boc-(2BrZ)-Tyr-OH
coupling after 15 min, at 25°C with PSA method in equimolar
condition (10 mM concentration of reactants).
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by the collision frequency between molecules, calculations
were performed using a static model to estimate critical
distances for the onset of spin-spin interaction.26b-d

These calculations yielded results in good agreement with
the site-site distances found in the present study.

The data regarding the swelling parameters shown in
Tables 1 and 2, when compared to those generated in
previous swelling approaches to peptide resins,16a repre-
sent a step forward in the gauging of differentiated
physicochemical factors that govern polymer solvation.
In this context, the various swelling parameters evalu-
ated in this study could be of great help in deepening
the understanding of the resin solvation phenomenon at
the microenvironment level. Accordingly, a clear relation-
ship between site-site distance and site concentration
values and the rate of the acylation reaction is demon-
strated for the first time in the present report (Tables 4
and 5).

Modern science has progressively broadened the scope
of the use of polymeric materials for a variety of purposes.
Resin applications range from simple use as a solid
support for liquid chromatography to complex methods
for synthesizing macromolecules such as peptides2 and
oligonucleotides,3a,b as well as in combinatorial chemistry4

conducted for the development of new drugs. The present
report describes an alternative method for the determi-
nation of polymer swelling properties in combination with
the investigation of model resins by means of EPR
spectroscopy. We believe that this dual approach can be
of great applicability in many areas involving the use of
polymeric matrixes.

Experimental Section

Materials. Reagents and solvents were of analytical grade,
were collected from recently opened containers and were not
further purified. Boc-TOAC-OH was synthesized according to
previous reports12a

Methods. Peptide Synthesis. The Ile-Asn-Gly sequence
was synthesized manually by standard Boc chemistry2a,b on
about 0.5 g of 0.22, 0.62, 1.62, and 2.62 mmol/g of BHAR.
Coupling was performed using a 2.5 excess of Boc-amino acid/
DIC/HOBt (1:1:1) in DCM/DMF for approximately 2 h. All
couplings were monitored by qualitative ninhydrin test, and
when positive, acetylation was performed with 50% acetic
anhydride in DCM for 15 min. A small portion of the peptide-
resin was cleaved in anhydrous HF and the crude peptide was
characterized with regard to identity and homogeneity using
mass spectrometry, amino acid analysis, and analytical HPLC.

Measurement of Peptide-Resin Swelling. Before swell-
ing measurements of Boc-TOAC-OH-labeled resins, all batches

of synthesized BHAR were sized by suspension in ethanol and
fine material was decanted. The suspension was allowed to
stand until approximately 90-95% had settled before decant-
ing the supernatant. This procedure was repeated five times
and was followed by suspending the beads in DCM. Solvent
containing fine particles was withdrawn; this latter procedure
was also repeated five times. To develop the swelling study
with as narrowly sized population of beads as possible, the
last resin purification step involved repeated sifting of dry
beads through several 44-88 µm pore metal sieves. This
sieving procedure lowered the standard deviation of the resin
diameter to about 4%.

Swelling studies of the small-diameter bead populations
were performed as published elsewhere16a,17 after the resins
were dried in a vacuum using an Abderhalden-type apparatus.
Subsequently, about 200 dry and swollen (allowed to solvate
overnight) beads from each resin were spread over a micro-
scope slide and measured directly with a microscope coupled
with Image-Pro Plus software. The values of bead diameter
distribution were estimated by the geometric means and
geometric standard deviations, as published elsewhere.28

EPR Studies. EPR measurements were carried out at 9.5
GHz on a Bruker ER 200D-SRC spectrometer at room tem-
perature (22 ( 2 °C) using flat quartz cells from Wilmad Glass
Co. (Buena, NJ). The magnetic field was modulated with
amplitudes less than one-fifth of the line widths, and the
microwave power was 5 mW to avoid saturation effects. Details
of the procedure for TOAC-labeling of resins have been
reported.14 Labeled peptide resins were pre-swollen overnight
in the solvent under study.

Yield of the Coupling Reaction. In a reaction vessel
thermostated at 25 °C, 50-100 µmol of BHAR or ING-BHAR
was equilibrated with the desired solvent. Preformed sym-
metrical anhydride (PSA) of the Boc-Pro-OH and Boc-2-Br-
carbobenzoxyl (2BrZ)-Tyr-OH residues, respectively, were
produced by mixing with DCC in equimolar conditions (for 1
h, at 0 °C). The white precipitate was removed by filtration
and the solution was evaporated for further dissolution with
the desired solvent for comparative coupling experiments. The
PSA method was deliberately chosen for these experiments
as it is less susceptible to the effect of solvent polarity.2a,b The
rate of rotation of the reaction flask was 20 rpm. The acylating
reagents were dissolved in the solvent under investigation and
added in equimolar condition (at 10-2 M concentration of
reactants) to the reaction vessel containing peptide resin pre-
swollen in the same solvent. The coupling yield was monitored
by the picric acid method,21 and each experiment was per-
formed in duplicate.
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